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The CHANDLER Detector
CHANDLER is constructed of cubes of wavelength-shifting plastic scintillator.

And thin sheets of lithium-6 (6Li) loaded zinc sulfide (ZnS) scintillator.
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Detected Light

The scintillation decay constant of ZnS is about 20 times longer than the plastic. This
gives a distinct neutron tag.

CHANDLER inherits
these features from the
SoLid detector design.
Time

10 ns

~90 μs

200 ns
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The Raghavan Optical Lattice
The cubes are optically connected in layers that are sandwiched between the
6LiF:ZnS(Ag) sheets.
Light from the cubes is transported, by total-internal-reflection, to the edge of the
detector where it’s readout by PMTs.

Light from the sheets is wavelength-shifted in the plastic and then captured by
total-internal-reflection in the cubes.
Photon Ray Tracing in GEANT4
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Research and Development Stages
Cube String Studies were used to study light production,
light collection, light attenuation, energy resolution and
wavelength shifter concentration.

MicroCHANDLER is a 3×3×3 prototype which we used
to test the full electronics chain, develop the DAQ, study
neutron capture and measure the background response
function and rates.

MiniCHANDLER is a full systems test (8×8×5) which
was deployed at the North Anna Nuclear Power Plant for
four months in 2017, with the goal of demonstrating
neutrino detection.
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MiniCHANDLER in Pictures

The 80 channel MiniCHANDLER
detector was completed in fall 2016.
It was commissioned and installed in
our Mobile Neutrino Lab…
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The Mobile Neutrino Lab

North Anna Nuclear Generating Station, June 2017

The Mobile Neutrino Lab
The MiniCHANDLER detector is
installed with its electronics,
computing, wi-fi, A/C…
This is a critical demonstration of a
robust detector, that can be rapidly
deployed around the world.
MiniCHANDLER is one of the first
ever demonstrated mobile neutrino
detector.
A larger detector is needed to achieve
the sensitivity for applications, but it
should still fit in a trailer.

The Mobile Neutrino Lab at North Anna

The MiniCHANDLER Run at North Anna
MiniCHANDLER was operated at North Anna for four and a half
months: June 15 through November 2, 2017.
The data include 1134 hours of
good reactor-on running and 675
hours of good reactor-off running.
The data are grouped into 8
periods based on reactor and
Detector conditions.
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The Mobile Neutrino Lab at North Anna

The MiniCHANDLER Run at North Anna
MiniCHANDLER was operated at North Anna for four and a half
months: June 15 through November 2, 2017.
The data include 1134 hours of
good reactor-on running and 675
hours of good reactor-off running.
The data are grouped into 8
periods based on reactor and
Detector conditions.
These data were used to observer reactor neutrinos with a mobile
detector that is essentially unshielded.
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Observation of Reactor Antineutrinos
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Vertical Muons as Calibration Source
About 80% of the observed light comes from the PMTs in the row and column
where the energy is deposited, but the remaining light gets spread over the other
PMTs in the plane.
We use vertical muons, which pass through a vertical column of cubes in all
detector layers, to provide a light response function for each individual cube.
These response functions are also an energy calibration. Vertical muons deposit
energy from a Landau-distribution with a peak value of 11.4 MeV/layer.
Effective Attenuation
(11.4 MeV)
(1.06 MeV)

Position dependence comes from the optical
properties of the ROL, independent of energy
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The IBD Event Selection
Inverse beta decay candidates include all positron-like events in the
1000 μs preceding a neutron.
The positron energy is reconstructed from the pattern of PMT light
collection in each detector plane.
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The Raghavan Optical Lattice Reconstruction
It’s not trivial…
To select IBD events, we need to see 511 keV gammas Compton scattering in the
detector, potentially in the same plane as a 7 MeV positron.
Using the cube-by-cube response functions, we create a transfer matrix that maps
the energy depositions in n2 cubes to the light observed in the 2n PMT in a layer.
𝑝⃗#$%& = ℳ ) 𝑒⃗+,-.&
The reconstruction requires an effective inversions of this transfer matrix,
𝑒⃗+,-.& = ℳ /0 ) 𝑝⃗#$%&
But since n > 2, there are more unknowns than equations, and this problem is
underdetermined.
We construct a likelihood function, which we minimize by varying the cube
energy depositions (𝑒⃗+,-.& ).
We start with zero hit cubes and in each successive iteration one cube is added.
If min(Li) – min(Li+1) < Lcutoff accept iteration i.
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The IBD Event Selection
Inverse beta decay candidates include all positron-like events in the
1000 μs preceding a neutron.
The positron energy is reconstructed from the pattern of PMT light
collection in each detector plane.
A neutron/positron spatial separation cut is applied.
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Neutron Positron Spatial Separation Cut
Random coincident events have no spatial correlation.
Fast neutrons have a spatial correlation, but the neutrons tend to
travel further before capture.
The spatial separation cut
was optimized on data.
Fortunately, the optimal
point is quite clear.

Δd ≤ 1.5 cube lengths

In our high background
environment a relatively
tight cut works best.
Note: In an ROL, separation cuts have no reconstruction bias.
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The IBD Event Selection
Inverse beta decay candidates include all positron-like events in the
1000 μs preceding a neutron.
The positron energy is reconstructed from the pattern of PMT light
collection in each detector plane.
A neutron/positron spatial separation cut is applied.
Topological selections are used to reject multiple proton recoils and
tag evidence of the annihilation gammas:
1. Total energy outside the primary cube <1 MeV
2. No single cube outside the primary cube with E>511 keV
3. At least one cube outside the primary with energy >100 keV
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Topological Selection
These topological selections were essential to extracting a significant
signal from the MiniCHANDLER data:
Δχ2 ~30

Δχ2 < 8

With optimized optics, these selections should dramatically improve.
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Resolution with New PMTs & Light Guides
MicroCHANDLER was rebuilt with half new PMTs and light guides.
Using a 22Na source, we studied the energy resolution in MicroCHANDLER.

511 keV
Compton Edge

511 keV
Compton Edge

1273 keV
Compton Edge

1273 keV
Compton Edge

The new light collection improves the energy resolution by a factor of 2.
The Compton edge from annihilation gammas is now a distinct feature.
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Topological Selection
These topological selections were essential to extracting a significant
signal from the MiniCHANDLER data:
Δχ2 ~30

Δχ2 < 8

With optimized optics, these selections should dramatically improve.
Also, the full detector will better contain the annihilation gammas
and see more multiple proton recoils.
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Fitting for Correlated Events
IBD candidates are sorted into 1 MeV wide energy bins.
In each bin, the neutron/positron Δt distribution is fitted to the sum
of a exponential and flat functions.

Fitting to 1000 μs gives a
robust measure of the random
coincident (flat) component.

The fit is used to extract the time-correlated (exponential) events.
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Fast Neutron Background Events

Reactor-off

No topological
selections applied.
Random events
with Δt < 500 μs

The fast neutron rate is independent of the reactor power.
Fast neutron rate expected to be inversely correlated with atmospheric pressure.
After correction, the average correlated rate in the reactor-off period is lower than
reactor-on by about 4 events/hour. This is consistent with the expected IBD rate.
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The IBD Analysis Results
To eliminate the fast neutron background, we performed a reactoroff subtraction.
Energy bins from 8 to 20 MeV were used to scale the reactor-off
absolute rate to match reactor-on.

Below 8 MeV, the excess is fit to the IBD spectrum from simulation.
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Cross Check with Rate Only Analysis
We conducted a rate only analysis by making a 3 to 8 MeV cut in energy to
improve signal to noise.
Atmospheric pressure and DAQ efficiency corrections were applied. These
corrections are non-trivial.

We observe a 3.5σ excess in reactor-on with respect to reactor-off.
The observed rate is very close to the expected rate from a dead reckoning.
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Ongoing R&D
We placed the MicroCHANDLER detector in a neutron beam (DD
and DT) at Duke University’s Tandem Accelerator.

Neutron energies
from 3 to 30 MeV

The purpose is to study the detector’s proton recoil response to
neutrons of known energy.
The neutron energies are determined by the proton beam energy
and neutron time of flight.
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Future Outlook
Going from MiniCHANDLER to full CHANDLER there are a
number of known enhancements:
1. Larger detector: faster event accumulation and better detection
efficiency from neutron and annihilation gamma containment.
2. PMTs on four sides: improves pattern recognition and energy
resolution.
3. New PMTs and Light Guides: improves energy resolution and
topological selection.
4. Half cubes: increases 6Li tagging efficiency and lower
backgrounds
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Doubling 6Li Improves Detection Efficiency
Configuration

6Li

Capture

Time to 90%
Capture

Volume for
90% Capture

Full Cube, 350 μm Sheet

51%

229 μs

37 cubes

Half Cube, 350 μm Sheet

69%

120 μs

24.5 cubes

Half cubes increases the cost of the detector by about 12%, but increase the 6Li
capture efficiency by 35%.
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Future Outlook
Going from MiniCHANDLER to full CHANDLER there are a
number of known enhancements:
1. Larger detector: faster event accumulation and better detection
efficiency from neutron and annihilation gamma containment.
2. PMTs on four sides: improves pattern recognition and energy
resolution.
3. New PMTs and Light Guides: improves energy resolution and
topological selection.
4. Half cubes: increases 6Li tagging efficiency and lower
backgrounds
5. Electronics Upgrade: lower cost, better data quality and pattern
recognition.
6. Add Water Shield: to further reduce fast neutron backgrounds
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Conclusions
1.

CHANDLER is a detector technology for precision surface-level reactor
neutrino detection.

2.

It uses wavelength shifting plastic scintillator cubes and 6Li-loaded ZnS
sheets to detect IBD events.

3.

CHANDLER is readout by a Raghavan optical lattice, in which light is
collected by total internal reflection.

4.

High light yield, high spatial resolution and a pure neutron tag make it an
ideal technology for the high-background surface environment.

5.

The MiniCHANDLER prototype
successfully observed reactor
neutrinos in a 4½ month run at the
North Anna Nuclear Power Plant.

6.

We hope to build a ton-scale
detector for both pure scientific
studies and as a prototype for
reactor monitoring.
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CHANDLER Electronics
Shaper
Board Digitizer

Used a CAEN V1740 waveform digitizer:
• 64 channels per board
• Samples every 16 ns
• 12 bit digitizer
The digitizer is feed by a custom amplifier/shaper
• 16 channels per board
• 2× gain
• Shapes the PMT signal in 25 ns
This combination takes advantage of the huge
difference in scintillator time scales to minimize the
sampling rate, while maximizing the energy
resolution.
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MiniCHANDLER Mechanical Structure
The MiniCHANDLER mechanical structure uses rubber o-rings, aluminum
spacers and clamp plates to provide a light tight seal around each PMT.

The result is a light tight box that supports each PMT centered on its cube row or
column.
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Neutron Identification in MicroCHANDLER
The 18-channel MicroCHANDLER prototype is ideal for testing neutron tagging.
The positron signal (formed in the cubes) is short in duration,
While the ZnS light (from neutron capture) is released over much longer time.

For each hit cell, we compute a simple neutron ID variable as the ratio of the
pulse integral to the pulse height
height.
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Neutron Identification in MicroCHANDLER
Then we plot the neutron ID from the x-view vs. the neutron ID from the y-view

When the source is removed the events in the neutron region mostly go away.
The neutrons candidates that remain are consistent with cosmic ray neutrons.
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Improved Neutron Selection
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The different classes of events clearly separate into distinct bands.
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In the overlap region positron-like events out number the neutron candidates.
So good neutrons candidates must be above both red lines.
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Improved Neutron Selection
In CHANDLER we can see neutron capture light on both sides of the sheet.

We use this to determine
which sheet captured the
neutron.
Neutron
Source

Starting with good neutrons
tagged in the middle layer,
we look for neutron-like
light in the top or bottom
layers.
The sheet is determined by
the layer with the larger
amplitude,
But degeneracies are rare.
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Improved Neutron Selection
Looking at good middle layer neutrons in the top/bottom layer shows the neutron
band extending into the overlap region without a hint of contamination from the
positron/gamma band.

Middle/Bottom

Middle/Top

Requiring the neutron to be above the red lines in at least one layer recovers most
neutrons.
And the light in the adjacent layers is used to discriminate between the two sheets.
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Neutron Misidentification
To study neutron misidentification we removed the lithium from one of the sheets.
1.7% of
events

98.3% of
events

6Li-free
6Li

sheet

sheet

With cosmogenic neutrons candidates, less than 1 in 50 comes from the 6Li-free
sheet, so fake neutrons are a tiny fraction of the cosmic neutron background.
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Neutron Misidentification
To study neutron misidentification we removed the lithium from one of the sheets.
2.4% of
1.6%
events

97.6% of
89.3%
events

6Li-free
6Li

6Li-free

sheet

6Li

sheet

sheet

sheet

28 events

With cosmogenic neutrons candidates, less than 1 in 50 comes from the 6Li-free
sheet, so fake neutrons are a tiny fraction of the cosmic neutron background.
In the overlap region above the 6Li-free sheet we see a few events, where the sheet
determination was incorrect due to insufficient light in both the top and bottom
layers. This represents less than 1% of all neutron candidates.
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Attenuation Length in the Lattice
In the simulations, the attenuation length measured in the cube string study is a
critical input parameter.

λ = 56 cm

λ = 34.7 cm

The effective attenuation length that we’re measuring in the MiniCHANDLER
lattice is significantly better.
Allows a bigger detector and gives a significant improvement in energy
resolution.
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GEANT4: Detector Response vs. Cube Position
Simulation

Most of the observed light is collected in
the four TIR channels of the hit cube.
About 20% of light is unchanneled, with
the largest share in the adjacent PMTs.

Simulation

The largest excursion from the mean is in
the corner cells.
This simulation used the old attenuation
number from the string tests.

The MiniCHANDLER Run at North Anna
MiniCHANDLER was operated at North Anna for four and a half months:
June 15 through November 2, 2017.
The data include 1134 hours of good
reactor-on running and 675 hours of good
reactor-off running.
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The MiniCHANDLER Run at North Anna
MiniCHANDLER was operated at North Anna for four and a half months:
June 15 through November 2, 2017.
The data include 1134 hours of good
reactor-on running and 675 hours of good
reactor-off running.
These data were used to make the first
observation of reactor neutrinos with
a mobile detector, the first observation
with an essentially unshielded detector.
MiniCHANDLER is the first successful use of a Raghavan Optical Lattice, which
was instrumental, through the application of separation cuts and topological
selections, to the extraction of the reactor neutrino signal.
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